(2).
Translational invariance / l / makes no(r) zero. The term p . ( r -R.) i s the part J -J which moves rigidly with the ion and the other term i s the deformation.
In crystals the ions move collectively as phonons. For ( 2 ) t o be valid, the charge density must be analytic in q ,
-the wave-vector of the phonon. Let the equilibrium position vector of the K ion i n the unit cell a t Q be R' ( Q , K ) S a t R' -----W ( K ) . This i s displaced 6R 
The electron-phonon operator can be expressed in terrns of f and U.
where v i s the Coulomb interaction. Then ! (! + !,K) = i g l Z~-l ( q + 9, 9 + 9' )(q + 9' )W(q + g' ,r)expIf (9-9' I.R(r)I ( 
I i s the change in potential f e l t by a classical point charge. 2' i s the change f e l t by a valence electron: i t includes exchange and correlation.
To investigate the analyticity of -I , we write I (q + g ,~) in terms of the ---'susceptibility' 2 and the effective charge vector Z ( q ,~) /3/:
-. .
In insulators and metals lim
where zeff ( K ) i s the effective charge tensor. Hence
(11 and (12) There can only be non-analytic behaviour in the limit q -+ 0. In insulators -- f (9 + %,K) = i ( -(9 + g) P (4 -+ ;,l<)
In real space, t h i s decomposition gives (2) 
--
cell o r with the NaCl structure, but not with the diamond structure or the A15 structure. Thus I ' ( q ,~. ) has no deformation in the alkali metals, nor in Nb, MO,
MoC and TaC, but may have significant deformation in Ge and Si and the A15 metals. I t would be of interest to measure the change i n electron-phonon coupling and in TC in Nb, Pb and MO caused by strains which a l t e r the symnetry and thus allow deformation.
The second term of (12) i s in the q-direction, so that i f q i s perpendicular t o g i t contributes a' deformation part t o I(q + g ,~) . If I(q + -g ,~) i s calculated -.--from a band-structure calculation, t h i s term i s neglected,-bjt i i metals i t concontributes to the e l a s t i c constants.
